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I. Legal and administrative basis of the import restrictions

The Imports and Exports Decree, No.NRCD.260 of 1974, which was the basic Act
for regulating imports and exports during 1976 to 1978, remained in force during
1979-1980.

In July 1978 however the Government amended NRCD. 260 by SMCD.177 without
detriment to its basic aim of protecting the balance-of-payments position of the
country and developing domestic production. NRCD.260 was further amended in
December 1978 by Legislative Instrument No.LI.1194.

The NRCD.260 and the various regulations made thereunder empowered the then
Commissioner for Trade and Tourism as the Controller of Imports and Exports to
regulate the importation of goods in a manner consistent with foreign exchange
availability so as to protect the balance of payments position and to promote
industrialization and development.

II. Method used in restricting Imports

In pursuance of the objectives mentioned above the Government continued to
make use of an import programme as the principal instrument of control. The
import programme is administered by a system of licensing.

For the purpose of the present decree all imports are prohibited unless
otherwise covered by the following:

(a) Open General Licence;

(b) Specific Licence;

(c) Special Unnumbered Licence;

(d) Such other forms of import licence as the Controller of Imports
may prescribe by regulations.
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Goods under any of the following headings can be imported into Ghana
without an import licence.

(1) (a) Bona fide trade samples, provided that the quantities are not
excessive in relation to the nature of the goods concerned;

(b) Personal or household effects of crew or passengers arriving in
Ghana provided the importers are in possession of completed passenger
unaccompanied declaration forms where appropriate;

(c) Gifts addressed to individuals, provided that they are unsolicited
gifts and not imported as merchandise or that the weight or value does
not exceed 10 kgs. (22 1bs.) gross or ¢100.00 respectively;

(2) (a) Single copies of books, newspapers, magazines and periodicals;

(b) Live animals not more than two imported as domestic pets and not
for sale;

(3) (a) Single headloads of foodstuffs from neighbouring African countries
for personal use or for sale;

(b) Fresh or frozen fish caught by Ghanaian-owned vessels
(Statistical Nos. 031-011 and 031-190);

(c) Goods imported under a re-importation certificate issued by the
Comptroller of Customs and Excise.

A Specific Licence permits the holder to import into Ghana any goods
specified in the licence. The licence also entitles the importer to seek
the approval of the Bank of Ghana for foreign exchange to be transferred in
payment for the goods.

The Special Unnumbered Licence is granted on request for the importation
of specified goods where satisfactory evidence is adduced to the effect that
there would be no transfer of foreign exchange for the payment of the goods
by the Bank of Ghana.

The policy for the import program is formulated by an Import Licence
Allocation Commission made up of a selected number of Commissioners of State
and other key personalities such as the Governor, Bank of Ghana who are
appointed by Government for this purpose. The Controller of Imports and
Exports is a member of this Commission. The Import Licence Allocation
Commission is assisted by a technical committee of experts drawn from
organizations such as the Ministry of Finance, Trade and Tourism, Economic
Planning, Industries and the Bank of Ghana.
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Both the Technical Committee and the Import Licence Allocation
Commission consider applications for licences on a sectorial basis. Alloca-
tions are usually made for the following sectors:

(i) Agriculture;
(ii) Cocoa;

(iii) Mining;

(iv) Industry;

(v) Health;
(vi) Education;
(vii) Commerce;

(viii) Works and housing; and

(ix) Statutory bodies and corporations.

Due to developments in the economy, the Government in July 1978 amended
NRCD.260 with SMCD.177. SMCD.177 placed a total ban on imports under the
Special Unnumbered Licence (SUL) into Ghana. SMCD.177 however denied
Ghanaians resident abroad and earning money the opportunity of repatriating
their legitimate earnings into Ghana in the form of goods. Legislative
Instrument No. LI.1194 specified the quantities of goods which could be
imported into Ghana without specific licence.

Administratively, the Controller of Imports and Exports is assisted by
a Director of Import Programme. The Director maintains a register in which
importers are registered and classified. The object of this exercise is to
ensure proper categorization of importers according to, inter alia, the size
of their establishment, network of internal distribution and the ability to
utilize allocation of foreign exchange.

At the beginning of each import year, notices are issued by the
Controller of Imports and Exports in the Commercial and Industrial Bulletin
on the licensing procedures for the import year. The notices also spell out
items which, for purposes of control, are eligible, restricted or banned.

Unless otherwise specifically stated, import licences granted are valid
for the importation of goods shipped on or before the expiry of the validity
date indicated on the licence. The import year is usually regarded as
running from 1 January to 31 December.

Goods imported without valid import licence are liable to forfeiture
and seizure.
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III. Treatment of imports from different sources

Ghana conducted her foreign trade policy in 1979-1980 on the basis of
non-discrimination among all friendly countries. The only countries
discriminated against were the Republic of South Africa, South-West Africa
and the then Southern Rhodesia. Thus the main determinants of Ghana's
sources of imports are price, quality and terms of delivery.

In furtherance of this objective, Ghana continued to operate bilateral
agreements with a number of the Centrally-Planned Economy Countries of
Eastern Europe and China. These agreements seek to confer among other things
the most-favoured-nation treatment to the exports of those countries to
Ghana. The countries with which Ghana maintains bilateral trade agreements
are USSR, Hungary, the German Democratic Republic (GDR), Czechoslovakia,
Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Yugoslavia and the People's Republic of China.
Apart from Romania and the People's Republic of China, payments for exports
and imports to and from these countries are effected in any freely-
convertible currency.

Ghana also continued to operate bilateral trade agreements with a number
of African countries during the period under review. The agreements are
meant either to facilitate frontier trade or to promote co-operation between
Ghana and the countries concerned in all fields of economic activity.

IV. Commodities affected by the various forms of import restrictions

Importation of all eligible goods in commercial quantities requires
specific licence. Applications for licences for the importation of
restricted items are not considered except under special circumstances,
i.e. to supplement local production. The restrictions in favour of infant
domestic industries are meant to promote rapid industrial growth and
development.

V. State trading or Government monopoly

At the moment no monopolies exist. The Ghana National Trading
Corporation (G.N.T.C.) which is a corporate body of the State is authorized
to engage in trade in the same way as other trade and commercial organiza-
tions in Ghana. The G.N.T.C. is used mainly as a vehicle for distribution
of goods to all parts of Ghana, especially in the remotest towns or rural
areas.

In order to ensure efficient utilization of foreign exchange resources,
promote competition in the import trade for strategic goods and also as
means of reducing the incidence of over-invoicing and other trade mal-
practices, the Government in 1976 established the Ghana National Procurement
Agency (G.N.P.A.) to import in bulk certain specific commodities for sale
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through the normal distribution channels in the country. To achieve its
objectives the G.N.P.A. uses the open tender system as the basis for
concluding contracts.

The Agency, which does not itself participate in the local distribution
of goods, continuesto operate during the period under review.

VI. Policy developments

The objective of the 1979 balance-of-payments policy was to correct the
current account deficit which had been a ccmmon feature of Ghana's balance of
payments for some time. To achieve this aim some new measures were
introduced in addition to those already existing.

To encourage the export-oriented industries, a few measures were taken
during the latter part of 1978, the effect of which was expected in 1979.
Among the new measures was the devaluation of the cedi in August 1978. This
was expected to lead to a reduction in domestic consumption of exportables
and demand on imports, while the change in relative price would cause
increased production of traditional exports. The producer price of cocoa was
doubled from ¢40 to ¢80 per load of 30 kgs. as a price incentive for
increased production and reduced smuggling. The Government also placed a ban
on the exportation of round logs of fourteen species early in 1979 in order
to encourage processing of wood for exports. Three export promotion measures
were introduced in 1979. These were the special Import Licence Scheme for
exporting industries, the customs duty draw-back and the liberal lines of
credit for the export sector. The export bonus which had been 30 per cent
on all non-cocoa exports was reduced to 10 per cent.

With respect to imports virtually all the already existing measures
were maintained. The Import Licencing Scheme continued to be in force. This
was supported by ceilings imposed by the Bank of Ghana on the establishment
of Letters of Credits to bring some balance between import licences issued
and the available foreign exchange. The issue of Special Unnumbered Licences
was suspended.

The Mandatory Cash Margin whereby importers deposited cash against
letters of credits was maintained. The approval of suppliers' credits by the
Bank of Ghana was also suspended in August 1978.

Existing controls on payments for services remained unchanged. The
15 per cent tax on the purchase of air tickets and the 30 per cent
foreign exchange tax on travel allowance were retained. Ghana continued to
issue cedi-vouchers to foreigners visiting Ghana.
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VII. Effects of the restrictions on trade

Provisional estimates show that there was an improvement in the current
account position as the net deficit of ¢320.0 million in 1978 switched into a
net credit balance of ¢382.5 million in 1979.

The credit balance was mainly accounted for by the developments in the
visible trade. This was attributable to suppressed demand for imports which
were abnormally low.

There was some improvement in the export sector as export earnings
recorded ¢2,930.6 million in 1979 compared to ¢2,460.2 million in 1978. The
increase was the result of improvements in the prices of primary commodities,
notably cocoa and gold. On the other hand, the value of imports fell from
¢2,310.3 million to ¢2,128.4 million. This decline was due to the low volume
of imports. As a result of these developments the visible balance recorded
a surplus of ¢802.2 million in 1979 compared with a surplus of ¢149.9 million
in 1978.

With regard to invisible transactions total receipts for services
Amounted to ¢310.2 million in 1979 compared with ¢284.3 million in 1978 while
unrequited transfers amounted to ¢225.2 million in 1979 as against
¢222.8 million in 1978.

Payments for services were ¢929.5 million compared with ¢945.4 million
in 1978, while payments in respect of unrequited transfers were ¢25.6 million
in 1979 compared with ¢31.6 million in 1978. Total net transactions in
invisible trade therefore recorded a deficit of ¢419.7 million in 1979
compared with a deficit of ¢469.9 million in 1978. However, the 1979
invisible deficit showed an improvement over the 1978 deficit mainly because
of reduced payments and increased receipts in respect of freight and
insurance, investment income and travel.

With respect to transactions in the capital account net non-monetary
sector transactions registered an inflow of ¢36.6 million in 1979 as against
an inflow of ¢687.3 million in 1978. Direct investment inflow declined from
¢53.3 million in.1978 to ¢30.8 million in 1979 while outflow increased from
¢14.3 million in 1978 to ¢21.6 million in 1979. Net other private capital
outflow declined from ¢18.7 million in 1978 to ¢7.0 million in 1979. Net
payments in respect of Suppliers' Credits amounted to ¢39.5 million in 1979
compared with a net receipt of ¢41.5 million in 1978.

In the monetary sector the Central Bank's foreign exchange holdings
rose by ¢21.3 million to ¢178.9 million in 1979. In. 1978 they rose by
¢102.2 million to ¢157.6 million. Transactions with the IMF amounted to a
net of ¢109.6 million as a result of drawings under the 1979 stand-by
arrangement and reserve tranche drawings.
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BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS ESTIMATES (PROVISIONL)

(¢ Million - $1.00 = ¢2.75)

A. CURENT ACCOUNT
Goods and services

Merchandise (f.o.b.)
Non-monetary gold
Freight and insurance
Other transportation
Travel
Investment income
Government (n.i.e.)
Other services
Total goods and services
Net goods and services

B. UNREQUITED TRANSFERS

Private unrequited transfers
Official unrequited transfers
Total unrequited transfers
Net unrequited transfers
Net current account

C. CAPITAL ACCOUNT

Private Long-term
Direct investment
Other private
Private short-term
Trade credit (net)
Local Government
Central Government
Long-term loans
Suppliers' credit
Net assets of Government
Foreign balances of public

institutions
Bilateral balances

1978 1979

Credit Debit Credit Debit

2,263.6
196.6
142.7
46.7
1.9
3.6

14.3
75.1

2,744.5

7.7

215.1
222.8
191.2

53.1
13.2

361.1

284.9
58.9

19.8

2,310.3

230.5
282.7
67.9
79.2

195.5
89.6

3,255.7
511.2

21.7
9.9
31.6

320.0

14.3
31.9

31.4
17.3
0.8

8.0

2,632.6
298.0
154.2
50. 9
2.4
4.7

12.6
85.4

3,240.8
182.9

9.6
215.6
225.2
199.6

382.5

30.8
15.3

462.4

2,128.4

199.0
281.6
67.6
95.1
213.8
72.4

3,057.9

14.5
11.1
25.6

21.6
22.3

292.4

41.3
39.5
2.2

13.6
39.0
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1978 1979

Credit Debit DebitCredit

C. CAPITAL ACCOUNT (cont'd)

Total non-monetary sector 791.0 103.7 508.5 471.9
Net non-monetary sector 687.3 - 36.6 -

Allocation of SDR s - - 38.5 -
Commercial banks (net) - 9.3 21.7 -

Central Bank. - 157.6 - 178.9
Changes in Holding of SDR's- - 0.3 - 13.2
IMF (net ) - 8.0 109 .6 -

Total monetary sector - 175.2 169.8 192.1
Net monetary sector - 175.2 - 22.3
Net capital account 512.1 - 14.3 -

Errors and omissions - 192.1 - 396.8
Net total capital account 320.0 - - 382.5


